THE DIRECTORS NETWORK

OUR DIRECTORS ARE READY TO CREATE NEW CONTENT…
SOCIALLY DISTANCED AND CLOSE TO
HOME DURING THE CORONAVIRUS
The view from Kerry Shaw Brown’s lake house.

We will be adding more talent so please keep checking back!
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic effectively shut down video production, we at
TDN have been hard at work finding outside-the-box solutions to our shared
professional dilemma.
How do we make fresh content for our clients when we can’t be in the
same room? We SHOOT@HOME and YES they have GEAR!
We work with SO many amazing directors not everyone is represented
on this document. We are also set to do remote shooting and even
create stock footage spots. So PLEASE call TDN for more information.
Thanks to our large network of talented directors and DPs, we’ve found
potential solutions that can work for productions of all stripes. Check out a
small sampling of what our creative and innovative talent can do!

This tunnel is located under Kerry Shaw Brown’s home.

© Jasmin Kuhn
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KERRY SHAW BROWN
DIRECTOR/DP/CREATIVE DIRECTOR/PRODUCER

Kerry calls home a rustic lake house in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, where he
has access to many stunning locations and deep connections with local
talent and resources. Additionally, due to the relatively lower population
density, small gatherings are still permitted within the state. Being a former
CD and also running his own production company, he has knowledge from
creation through post.
Kerry lives with his multigenerational family, including his son, Hunter, who
acts as his 1st AC, two college-aged daughters, and his mother. Their next
door neighbor is even a professional actor.

Kerry’s Daughters

That, along with his full complement of gear (including a Canon 5D Mark IV
with Canon log and 4k, Red Dragon 6k, Slider Dolly, and LED light panels)
and litany of talents makes him the perfect one-stop shop for commercial
content.
Shot at Home Reel | Kerry's General Reel
Maelstrom - Shot for his own bourbon blend during quarantine in 4 hours,
starring his neighbor. He spent another day cutting the spot.
Orvis - Shot at friend’s cabin with all natural light and only ﬁve cast and
crew, casting was done remotely.
Maxi Cosi - Shot in various locations in downtown Oconomowoc, WI, most
of which are still available.
CHS and Bellawood can be easily reproduced at home.

Kerry’s boat house, as seen in the whiskey spec spot.
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Kerry’s daughters, Harper and Halle.

Kerry’s multigenerational
family is a ready-made
cast and crew!
Kerry’s son, Hunter.

Kerry’s neighbor and star of Maelstrom.

Kerry’s mother.
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Kerry’s friend owns a fully-equipped studio not far from his home.
The Backyard.

Kerry’s Kitchen

Kerry’s home bar.
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TIMOTHY KENDALL
DIRECTOR/EDITOR/CREATIVE MIND

With 10,000 square feet of land in beautiful Pasadena, a stunning family of
four, and years of experience as one of the country’s leading comedy
directors, Tim Kendall has everything needed to bring clients’ visions to life,
even while working within the strictest social distancing guidelines.

Tim’s backyard

Between his Canon 5D Mark iV, professional-grade TASCAM audio recorder,
and full range of lenses, Tim has what it takes to tell any story. His neighbor,
DP Reuben Steinberg, is also happy to help out (at a safe social distance) with
his own arsenal.
Tim’s positive attitude and well-honed problem-solving chops are the perfect
complement to the locations, gear, and talent he can provide.
Quarantine and Small Crew Spots Tim's General Reel
Saying Hello Again - shot during quarantine, starring his family
Dick Fowler P.I. - shot four episodes in one day with minimal crew

Tim’s family
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Tim’s swimming pool
The backyard.

Backyard

Kids’ playroom

Kerry’s
Tim’s
home
Kitchen
bar.
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GLEN OWEN

DIRECTOR/CREATIVE DIRECTOR/PRODUCER
After cutting his teeth as a jack-of-all-trades for Turner’s promo department,
Glen is no stranger to creative problem solving, and he’s ready and excited to
use his well-honed skills to help you deliver projects on time and on budget.
Glen’s wife Meredyth and kids Ellis and Addison

As the owner of his own production company, Glen has the resources to bring
a shoot together. His camera kit is stacked with an Arri Amira, a wide variety of
lenses, a Steadicam, drone, slider, and even a lighting and grip package. His
neighbor is Atlanta DP Jordan McMonagle, who is available to work as Glen’s
socially-distanced DP.
Glen shares his Atlanta home with his wife, Meredyth, two sons, a pair of
German Shepherds, and a lovely long-haired cat. The exteriors and living area
of the home are designed in a clean, classic suburban style -- complete with a
family basketball court in the yard! -- while the hip lower lounge gives oﬀ the
vibe of an urban space.
Glen's General Reel

One of two Family Dogs - Sadie

Meredyth with Cozmo
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The Owens’ camera-ready kitchen.

The family basketball court
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JASMIN KUHN
DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER

As a triple threat director, cinematographer, and photographer, Jasmin doesn’t
need a stacked crew to achieve a polished, high-end look.
Jasmin has access to two lovely interior shooting locations - her aspirational,
open-concept home in Los Angeles and charming beach bungalow - as well
as a beautiful private beach for exteriors, plus a charming family of three and
Maya, the family dog.
With a full suite of gear and a home studio at her disposal, she can fulﬁll a
huge variety of deliverables with next to no social contact. Her kit includes two
Sony A7 cameras, lenses, LED lighting kit, strobe kit and 15 diﬀerent seamless
color backdrop options.
Using only a model/stylist or product and Jasmin’s eye for beauty, she can
capture the most glamorous of frames. Jasmin has made a successful
international career on the strength of her own innate talent for lighting and
shooting.
Jasmin's Reel Beauty Product Lifestyle | AT HOME Studio Work!

Jasmin’s work
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Outdoor Space

Bathroom

Private Beach
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AARON PLATT
DIRECTOR/DP/CREATIVE MIND

As a design-forward director, Aaron’s style is well suited to social distancing
guidelines. Even prior to the pandemic, much of his reel was achieved with
only one or two performers on a stage and his own eye for eye-popping color
palettes, lighting, and framing.
Aaron owns a small farm outside of Seattle, which oﬀers a unique array of
exteriors including a pasture, pond, classic red wooden barn and farmhouse,
and even ducks! He shares his homestead with his wife, Karissa, a
professional stylist with whom he regularly collaborates. The picturesque barn
has been converted into a home studio, which oﬀers the resources needed to
achieve his signature graphic style for product shoots.
Aaron has also secured access to Impact Studios in Santa Cruz, which comes
equipped with everything needed to shoot high-quality commercial content.
Working with the studio’s two owners and a socially distanced cast and crew
of fewer than ﬁve people, Aaron can call the shots remotely while clients
watch comfortably in a virtual video village.
Aaron Platt Reel
Target - shot on spec during quarantine using home studio resources

These stills are from Aaron’s spec spot shot entirely during quarantine!
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Aaron’s rustic farmhouse is a unique shooting location.

The barn has been converted to a working studio.
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ANTHONY ARENDT
DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER

Anthony lives in the largest gated community in the US in Canyon Lake, CA.
His home is surrounded by lush woodlands, stark desert scenery, and
jaw-dropping lake vistas! These locations are all open and easily accessible
during the shutdown. The hillsides located only a few miles from his home
are even in the peak of wildﬂower season! Gorgy!
Anthony lives with his wife Rhonda, their 19-year-old daughter Keeley, an
internationally known dancer and model with representation by Willow
Model Management, and two adorable dogs.

The view from a dock on Canyon Lake.

All photos were taken by Anthony within walking distance of his home,
using his trusty Nikon z7 camera and collection of gimbals, lights, and
strobes.
Small Crew Spots | Anthony's DP Reel
Ganglers - shot, edited, and colored by Anthony using above gear
Photographers Prayer - shot, edited, and colored by Anthony using above
gear
VSP - shot by Anthony and starring daughter Keeley

The hills near Anthony’s home are teeming with wildﬂowers.
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The birds on Canyon Lake.

Anthony’s daughter Keeley, a model and dancer.

An exterior location in Anthony’s home.

ADAM JONES
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DIRECTOR/CREATIVE DIRECTOR/PRODUCER
Portland-based Adam Jones has been ﬂexing his creative muscles throughout
his successful career. So when COVID-19 caused isolation and shutdowns
across the West Coast, it was second nature for him to come up with ways to
keep creating despite the extreme circumstances.
For locations, Adam has access to his own craftsman home as well as the
home of his friend, neighbor, and creative collaborator, DP and producer
Jayson Bosteder. Together they also have a bright, modern downtown oﬃce
space, a fully equipped open studio, an indoor baseball facility, and all the
stunning exteriors that the city of Portland has to oﬀer.

Portland boasts many beautiful walkways and vistas.

Adam and Jay’s gorgeous and talented families are happy to act as talent or
crew, and together they cover every demographic. The Joneses consist of
Adam, his wife MC, a creative director, ﬁlm student daughter, and a high
school-aged son, while the Bosteders are a lovely young family including wife
Nata, son Easton (6), and daughter Elodie (3).
Between the two, they come to the table with a full Alexa Mini package, Mavic
drone, Lac and shotgun mics, plus a suite of grip and lighting gear, and much,
much more. Adam and Jay are happy to oﬀer their services and talent for any
project.
Adam Jones + Jay Bosteder Crew of 5 or Fewer | Adam Jones General Reel

Adam has access to this cool modern oﬃce space.
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Adam, his son, and two dogs

Adam with wife MC.

DP Jay’s wife and kids.

Jay’s home, int.

Daughter Q is a ﬁlm student.

Baseball facility.
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VOYAGER
DIRECTOR/DP/EDITING TEAM

Directing team Voyager, the working name of dynamic duo Alex Meader and
Connor Hair, are a one-stop shop for brand storytelling. As masters of the art
of weaving stock and existing library footage into unique and touching ﬁlms,
their skills ﬁt perfectly into the new landscape of production during COVID-19.
Over the years, the pair has found that working with stock libraries is an
eﬀective way to expand the creative scope of projects with limited budgets.
Rising to challenge after challenge, Alex and Connor honed their ability to tell
emotionally compelling stories with universal appeal. They’ve grown to
appreciate the medium as one that allows a lot of creative freedom.
Whether they are starting from the page, or creating a story around existing
elements, the ﬁrst question the pair asks is “What do we want to make viewers
feel?” This emotional connection with the audience drives everything that
comes afterward.
Stock Footage Spots
OHCHC - NEW campaign made with 100% stock footage
NRDC - PSA made with 100% stock footage
Christie Digital - 100% stock footage
ACC - 100% User Generated Content from social media.
NASA - spec spot created with about 50% stock footage
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TAMIR MOSCOVICI
DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER

Tamir Moscovici is near virtuosic in his ability to direct talent, whether they be
professional actors or real people, into giving fully genuine performances, and
his yearly presence at top ad world honors like Cannes Lions and the One
Show are proof thereof. Whether helming a project in person or virtually, Tamir
is capable of bringing out the best in all the subjects his camera captures.
Tamir’s house

He’s able to oﬀer his Canon 5D to help focus his intrinsic eye, a full sound kit,
his daughter and son (12 and 10), and his meticulously designed mid-century
modern home as talent and location, respectively, for any live action shoots
during this time. His home is also host to a purebred Berger Picard dog and a
lovebird.
As he is located in Toronto, Canada, it’s highly likely that he will be able to
mount a live action production locally well before similar productions are safe
to commence in the United States. His longtime Canadian production partner,
Spy Films, is available to oﬀer production support if needed.
Tamir Moscovici Director Reel

Tamir’s living room
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STEVE FULLER
DIRECTOR/CREATIVE DIRECTOR

With a background in design and motion graphics, Steve cut his teeth
working in fast-paced environments like MTV and Imaginary Forces, the
storied design studio that he co-founded. He quickly learned that there is no
such thing as writer’s block in the design world.
Problems needed to be solved and ideas needed to be generated on a daily
basis. When you come to a wall, you need to figure out how to go around it,
over it, or through it…fast.
That spirit of ingenuity and his design eye have carried over into his
live-action directing career. His mind has been hardwired for problem-solving
in new, interesting, and engaging ways. Wind him up and drop him into any
situation and he will go to work generating creative solutions.
Today, Steve lives in a mid-century modern house just outside of NYC with
his wife, son, and daughter. True to Steve’s designer roots, the home is
immaculately designed and sun-filled, providing an aspirational setting and
multicultural talent to fit a wide variety of production briefs. It even comes
equipped with a functional ceramic studio!
Steve Fuller Reel
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ELIZABETH LIPPMAN
& JAC CHEAIRS

Elizabeth

DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER/PRODUCER/POWER COUPLE

Life partners Elizabeth and Jac share a charming craftsman bungalow in
Hollywood, two adorable kids, and a deep love of the craft. They’re ready and
excited to get to work creating fresh creative content with their roommate,
actor Kris Flanagan.
Kris Flanagan.

The pair boasts a home studio including a turntable and a full suite of camera
gear, including their trusty Alexa mini, plus rigs, lenses, and lighting packages.
They share their home with their kids, both young performers represented by
Abrams, and roommate, commercial actor Kris Flanagan.
Elizabeth’s work is emotionally authentic and immersive, with a bent towards
female empowerment. Paired with Jac’s trained cinematographer’s eye,
they’re the complete package. Together, they are prepared to shoot
everything from table top to lifestyle.
Elizabeth Lippman Director | Jac Cheairs DP

Jac
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Master Bedroom

Living Room

Outdoor Bar

Kids in Kitchen
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RON HAMAD
DIRECTOR/DP/CREATIVE MIND

Altadena, CA.-based Ron Hamad’s intimate yet collaborative style is perfectly
suited to production constraints, and he has the reel to prove it.
Ron’s Backyard Oasis,

With his wife Alisa acting as virtuoso producer and his next door neighbor and
frequent collaborator, Tobias Datum, as cinematographer, Ron’s team can
make commercial magic happen with minimal social contact. Together they
have access not only to their own homes, but also a nearby park with
basketball, baseball, and tennis facilities.
Ron’s Canon 5D and suite of vintage Pentax lenses are the perfect tools to
capture everyday life moments in his signature style, and the rest of his and
Tobias’s kits of lighting, sound, and camera equipment round out to a
complete
package.
Mother and daughter yoga with the Hamads.

Ron is a truly creative soul who is constantly at work, whether it’s for big-name
clients or on low-budget short ﬁlms. He has a proven track record of making
stunning and sophisticated brand ﬁlms with nothing but a small cast, an
inspiring concept, and his own impeccable eye.
Small Crew and Short Films | Ron's General Reel
Seeds of Change - directed and DP’d by Ron with minimal cast
AirBnB - Shot on spec with one actor in a remote location
Jeep - Shot on spec with one actor in various remote locations
Family Dog

LIONEL COLEMAN
DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER

Portland-based Lionel has shot everything from run and gun news stories to
episodes of primetime TV, and he has everything needed to make great
content without leaving the house.
Beyond a kit of gear that would make any camera lover jealous, including a 4k
camera, Zeiss prime lenses, a GoPro, a drone, and much more, Lionel also has
a beautiful, multicultural family and a warm, cheery home that make for a
ready-made cast and location.
Lionel lives on the water’s edge of beautiful Lake Oswego, surrounded by
picturesque Paciﬁc Northwest landscapes, with his wife, Michelle and their two
high schoolers, Ethan and Niyah.
Lionel's General Reel
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Backyard

River Access
The backyard.

Kerry’s home bar.
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ALEXANDER HANKOFF
DIRECTOR/DP/PHOTOGRAPHER

True to the independent spirit of his home in Brooklyn, New York, Alexander
is a multitalented creator used to running and gunning with minimal support.
As a documentarian at heart, Alexander has acted as producer, AD, director,
and cinematographer on all of his personal projects and narrative ﬁlms, so he
prides himself on being able to accomplish a high level of quality with a
minimal footprint.
With an array of gear at his disposal, including an Arri Alexa LF, a RED Epic, a
4k drone, a full range of Cooke prime lenses, and much, much more,
Alexander has everything needed to help bring a creative vision to life.
He currently resides in a hip Brooklyn studio with his photogenic dog, Lobo,
and two camera-ready vehicles: a 2019 Toyota Highlander and a 1990 Harley
Davidson.
Small Crew Directing Reel | Alexander's DP Reel & Add’l Directing Work
CK Eternity - four locations, a crew of four, and shot using Alexander’s gear
Toyota - shot on spec, featuring his own 2019 Toyota Highlander and
co-starring Lobo!
Mount Sinai COVID Courage - photography campaign done during
quarantine, see next page.
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“As a ﬁlmmaker and photographer living in the
epicenter of this global crisis I felt a responsibility
to document what is going on in my community.
When Mount Sinai approached me about their
Covid Courage awareness campaign, I saw it as a
great opportunity to show the solidarity and
strength of New Yorkers who are living through
this challenging time. Despite the circumstances,
you can see the resilience in the faces of the
people of New York, and it’s that bravery that
makes us all stronger.”
-- Alexander
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© Anthony Arend

© Alexander Hankoﬀ

This group of artists are some of the top TDN talent with the passion and
resources to help you create amazing content for your clients during the
production shutdown.

© Kerry Shaw Brown

From remote directing experts to those with in-home studios, TDN can help
you ﬁnd the right match for any project, no matter how unconventional.
We are here to make your creative vision a reality, even in these most
challenging of times.
P: (818) 906-0006
contact:
Jeﬀ@TheDirectorsNetwork.com | Abby@TheDirectorsNetwork.com
© Ron Hamad

THANK YOU
FROM ALL OF US AT TDN

© Jasmin Kuhn

